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What is No-H2O?
No-H2O is an innovative waterless car washing product that emulsifies dirt parti-

No-H2O is used by some of the world’s largest automotive businesses including

cles and then safely absorbs those particles into a microfiber cloth. The positive

Hertz, Europcar, Sixt, BMW and others and is the only product of its type that has

charge in the product combined with a negative charge in the microfibre cloth cre-

been approved for use on commercial Boeing and Airbus aircraft.

ates a highly effective solution to washing cars, motorbikes, RV’s and even aircraft.
The product is scratch free and does not use water compared to a traditional carwash that wastes approximately 35 gallons (132litres) per wash.
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Why is it unique?

INDEX

It is a specially formulated treatment used to wash and polish cars without using a
single drop of water.
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CARS

No-H2O is changing consumer trends through a convenience product offering,
and ultimately delivering a product which is good for the environment. No-H2O is
an innovative company producing products and services in line with changing
consumer trends, at the same time a bold brand that is the future of car washing.
The first years of No-H2O have been sometimes compared to that of other great
innovative brands that delivered a new product to the global market which was
not accepted initially, but over time and with changing consumer trends moving
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BICYCLES
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Leisure – AIRCRAFT, RV, BOAT

towards convenient performance based products, No-H2O has become popular in
both the DIY car care sector and also the service sector.
Not only does No-H2O save the environment, on average 35 gallons (132litres) of
water per wash, but we also prevent the environment from suffering the harmful
effluent that a normal car wash would dissipate in to the drainage system. A
unique feature of our product is that it lasts approximately twice as long as a car
which has been washed with water. No-H2O repels rain water and dirt for a longer
period of time compared to a traditional carwash.

No Water Dry Cleaning For Cars
COMPARATIVE TABLE
No Water
▶ Does not require water
▶ Anytime. Anywhere
▶ 20 minutes to complete carwash
▶ No mess, no hassle
▶ Shines, Seals and Protects
▶ Long lasting shine
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Traditional carwash
▶ Waste Water
▶ Requires water source & drainage
▶ Minimum 1 hour
▶ Messy and requires equipment
▶ Not comparable
▶ Not comparable
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CARS
Unique and specialized waterless solutions for cars.
A range of products for all surfaces:
No-WATER WATERLESS
WASH & POLISH

CLASSIC CAR - WATERLESS
SHOW SHINE

Unique waterless carwash solution. This

Unique waterless solution for the care of your
classic car, No-H2O softens and wraps the dirt
particles, emulsifying the dirt and grime so
that it can be removed easily and safely with
our high-quality microfiber cloths. This product also provides a layer of protection and
extra shine to your classic car.

product leaves a renewed polymer finish,
with a water and dirt repellent function
that will protect the paintwork against
harmful

traffic

film

and

premature

weathering.

PAINTWORK

WHEELS- TIRES

GLASS

INTERIOR

CARWASH
IN A BOX

Is a unique waterless car wash product
that requires no use of water.
Complete car care kit contains:
- 1 x 16.9 Oz (500ml) Waterless exterior
wash & polish
- 1 x 16.9 Oz (500ml) Wheel Kleen
- 2 x High Quality Green Microfibre
Cloths
- 1 x High Quality Yellow Polishing
Microfibre Cloth
- 1 x High Quality White Window
Microfibre Cloth

ULTRA-KLEEN

WHEEL KLEEN

Ultra-Kleen is multi-purpose cleaner for all

Wheel Kleen is a safe to use biodegradable

types of dirt & grime and can be used on all
types of surfaces especially plastics, trims,
tools etc. It is an effective eco solution that
provides a unique result without using water.
It can also be used as a multipurpose

wheel cleaner capable of removing the
heaviest of brake dust. It will not damage
wheel lacquer or brake lines as most acid
based wheel cleaners do.

industrial cleaner.
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INTERIOR KLEEN
Product capable of removing dirt
from all interior surfaces, from
leather to plastics, leaving a clean
matte finish that returns the
surface to its original condition.
Main features:
- Cleans and protects without

BUG REMOVER

GLASS KLEEN

SOFT TOP KLEEN

LEATHER KLEEN

TYRE SHINE XTREME

No-H2O Bug remover is a
biodegradable cleaner that
removes dead bugs f rom
the paintwork. Not harmful
to paint or lacquer.

No-H2O Glass Kleen removes
dirt, dust and grime from
windows with ease. Glass
Kleen leaves a streak free
finish inside and out. Biodegradable and safe to use on all
glass surfaces.

Simple to use, Soft Top Kleen

Simple to use, Leather Kleen will

Tire Shine X-Treme leaves a high

will lift dirt and grime f rom

lift dirt and grime from all

gloss shine on tires and rubber

leather & material surfaces and

leather surfaces. It can be used

specifically for use on convert-

finishes.

on most surfaces bringing the

Main features:

leather back to its original form.

• Shines & protects

Main features:

•

• Cleans & protects

contaminate the environment

• Biodegradable, does not

• Long lasting gloss finish

contaminate the environment

• Does not bleed or splash when

ible cars featuring a soft top
material. It can be used on
most surfaces bringing the soft

using water

top back to its original form.

- Biodegradable, does not contam-

Main features:

inate environment

• Cleans & protects

- Safe to use on all interior surfaces

• Biodegradable, does not

– does not leave sticky residue

contaminate the environment
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Biodegradable,

does

not

tire is rotated
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Achieving a
spectacular finish
is very simple!
No-H2O products are biodegrad-

GIVE YOUR CAR WHAT
IT DESERVES!

able and capable of removing
even the heaviest dirt from your
vehicle. They also contribute to a
better and cleaner planet as
No-H2O saves more than 35
gallons of fresh water per wash
(132 liters), while also providing a
convenient and unique solution
for washing your car.

PACK OF MICROFIBRE
CLOTHS
High quality microfibre cloths which are
sourced from the far east using the
highest quality materials and techniques
in the manufacture process to produce a
high-quality grade microfibre.

PRO DETAILER KIT
The ideal kit for professional and private use.
Pro Detailer Kit is a unique kit with our waterless carwash product.
Pro Detailer Kit Provides 20-40 complete washes.
Contains an industrial spray dispenser, 20 high quality
microfiber cloths
1.3 Gallons (5 Litres) of Waterless Wash & Polish.
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Large containers
for big solutions

WATERLESS EXTERIOR
WASH & POLISH
Unique waterless carwash
solution. The finish of this
product leaves a renewed
polymer finish, with a water
and dirt repellent function that
will protect the paintwork

Discover our
range of commercial
product sizes from 1
Gallon to 265 Gallon
containers (5 liters to 1000L)
of No-H2O and enjoy all the
benefits of our waterless products.

against harmful traffic film
and premature weathering.

ULTRA KLEEN
MULTI PURPOSE CLEANER
Ultra-Kleen is multi-purpose
cleaner for all types of dirt &
grime and can be used on all
types of surfaces especially plastics, trims, tools etc. It is an effective eco solution that provides a
unique result without using
water. It can also be used as a
multipurpose industrial cleaner.

WHEEL KLEEN
Wheel Kleen is a safe to use
biodegradable wheel cleaner
capable of removing the
heaviest of brake dust. It will
not damage wheel lacquer or
brake lines as most acid based
wheel cleaners do.
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MOTORBIKES
We understand the biker! Unique waterless products for cleaning
your motorbike. Leaves a shiny polymer finish on your bike,
fairings, wheels, seat etc. Don’t power wash your bike with water
potentially damaging the intricate parts of your motorcycle.

BIKE WASH- WATERLESS
EXTERIOR WASH & POLISH

WHEEL KLEEN &
BUG REMOVER

Exclusive waterless treatment for

Wheel-Kleen & bug remover is a

washing and polishing motorcycles

safe to use biodegradable wheel

containing everything you need to

cleaner capable of removing the

clean your motorbike up to 8 times

heaviest of brake dust from wheels

and saving 15 gallons of water (55

&

liters). Protect all surfaces against

fairing/bodywork.

dead

bugs

from

the

front

UV rays and acid rain. It also keeps
your motorbike clean for a longer
time with a finish that repels water
and dirt.
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Remove the dirt & grime
on your motorbike and
have it shine like new.

BIKE WASH IN A BOX
Exclusive waterless treatment for washing and polishing motorbikes containing
everything you need to clean your bike up to 8 times and able to save 55 liters of water.
Contents of Bike wash in a Box:
1 x 16.9 Oz (500ml) Bike Waterless exterior wash & polish
1 x 16.9 Oz (500ml) Wheel Kleen & Bug Remover.
2 x High Quality Green Microfibre Cloths
1 x High Quality Yellow Polishing Microfibre Cloth
1 x High Quality Clocks & Screen White
Microfibre Cloth
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BICYCLE WASH
IN A BOX

BICYCLES

Unique treatment to wash

Exclusive waterless biodegradable products for your

and polish your bicycle

bicycle that do not damage your paint or its mechanism

without water. Provides a

and leave a polished and shiny finish.

total of 12 complete
bike washes.

Contents of Bicycle Wash in a Box:
- 1 x 16.9 Oz (500ml) Bicycle
Waterless wash & polish
- 1 x 16.9 Oz (500ml) Wheel
Kleen & Grease Remover.
- 2 x High Quality Green
Microfibre Cloths

Waterless Bicycle
Wash & Polish

Multipurpose Bicycle Kleen

Exclusive waterless solution for bicycles that

Exclusive solution for the most aggressive dirt

allows the user wash & polish a bicycle while

on our bicycle, produced by chain grease and

also protecting the intricate parts such as

other external elements. Not harmful for the

hubs & bearings. Safe to use on all surfaces

different components. Biodegradable.

- 2 x High Quality
Yellow Polishing
Microfibre
Cloth

such as aluminum and carbon frames.
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Leisure Kit
AIRCRAFT
Biodegradable product for light aircraft, commercial aircraft and helicopters that does not
damage the paint and leaves a polished and shiny polymer finish. It is not corrosive or
abrasive. Its advanced formula allows a deep cleaning leaving a protective coating.
Approved and Certified for Commercial Aviation Industry.
Airbus AIMS 09-00-002 certified.
Boeing D6-17487 certified.

RV’s
This can also be used as a waterless biodegradbale washing solution for RV’s. An easy to
use wash solution for your RV which can be used in remote areas and convenient to carry,
allowing you to wash whether on the camping site or even at a mountain stop over! Its
advanced formula allows a deep cleaning; friendly to the environment and safe for those

REF. 040700010000
5L container

Boats
Our unique formula can be used on boats leaving an incredible finish but importantly
also a protective polymer coating on the surface protecting from harmful salt water. Safe
to use on all areas of boats including deck and hull.
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Some of our valued
customers!

DRY CLEANING FOR CAR
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